HOLROYD Clay ERP Dopamine Reward Victoria 22 Feb 2013

ERP = event related potential  (occas. translated as evoked response..)  (colloq (URP))

(I was 15 mins late for this lecture)

Let's say it's ur birthday... and you expect a present

and get a bike

you have high  expectations and they were satisfied with a prize gift. squirt of dopamine.

but say you (as a 10 year old) get a necktie, instead!... get a negative  reward...
you experience a dip in DA = dopamine.

so, his focus is DA and cog control

RL = reinforcement learning..

he is interested. in frontal structures (and midbrain)...

VTA (ventral tegmentum) , substantia  nigra...

he shows  a picture of a big business executive sitting in the PFC
trying to make sense of whether or not a plan worked out...
did it produce a squirt of  DA..

is there a relationship btwn ACC (anterior cingulate) and DA system

*****
Proposal:

ACC uses  RL signals  conveyed by DA system to improve its performance...

uses reward positivity..

ACC  is involved  in hierarchical aspects of RL  (repsonse selection and decision making

ie ACC maps  from external input to  behavior  based in part on midbrain dopamine nuclei
 (the TD error = reinforcement signal...)

hypothesis is that it is from cingulate sulcus

prediction:  reward positivity should behave like the DA system -
 it shud indicate when events are better or worse than expected.

ie  midbrain dopamine nuclei  produces the reinfor signal  (the TD error) and it goes  to  ACC...

hypothesis : phasic  DA signals briefly modulate ACC activity

ACC operates at theta frequency

if there is a negative  TD error then  ACC increases amplitude..

positive TD error  leads to decr in ACC signal

here is the theory..

RL theory of reward posiivity

is the reward positivity generated by the impact of DA RPEs onto cortex ?

but his focus will be  is the reward positivity a reward signal???

what is it... the reward  positivity?


positive ERP deflection is sensit to rewards
what is the relationship  to N200


what is the Reward Positivity  ???

occurs at  about 250 ms

oddball task  causes N200 to an infreq oddball...

in contrast his RewP  is a pos going deflection at 250 ms..

it does look v similar to N200...

it is ident to infreq oddball EXCEPT  unexpected rewards...


seems that it produces a pos deflection that cancels out the N200...

its a difference  (he thinks)..

neg  TD  produces  + ACC  incr amplit.

pos  TD error  prod  - ACC decr amplit.

diff them... and you get  residual  incr in amplitude...


does it behave like a reward pred error???
 (eg a kid with a dropped ice cream cone)


maze learning...

see  baker and holroyd..

see a blue cue in the maze...

if predicted then get a big  rew-p  (hey i'm gonna get rewarded)  and
much less  rewp when  actually get reward...

expt:

context of reward is impt... 
 it's not size of reward but  its reln to other possible outcomes

summary:

rew pos  reflects goals that are binary  (either get it or not!)

key is getting the reward  (dog leaping for food treat..

****
next topic...

temporal discounting of future rewards..

did maze expt with discounters


delayed outcome  (payoff in 6 months) does NOT elicit a rewp signal

but immediate payoff does elicit  rew-p  + signal...

this was 40 Subjects  on the computer maze with the cues...

either get  money now or in 6 months (cash reward)

get   +  reward in every subject !!!


see cherniaswski and holroyd 2013..


high discounters value immed rewards more so than the low discounters do.


he aligns all the ERPs in all subjects  before doing the differences...

reward positivity does correl with VTA activ on MRI  (done by others)

***
final topic... substance dependence...

alll drugs of abuse target the midbrain reward system...

subst dependence  heightens the reward system...

UG students... expt...


72  1st yr students took the ASSIST  questionnaire...

fully a quarter of  1st yr students are  labeled as drug depenedent...

broke group into 18 non-dep and 18 dep...


18 non-dep  students have normal  ERP reward posit  signal

but 18 dep students had NO SIGNAL.. did not process  rew p  (or elicit rew p)

jay comment... the dep  results look like entire  response was scaled down  (damped)

he says there is no across the board impairment
  (it is specif to the N200 signal  in the dep subjects..

how abt genetic polymorphisms  eg COMT

coded for  D1  etc receptors...

also coded 4 personality traits related to addiction  (depr, anxiety, novelty seeking and impulsivity
measured with SURPS

travis baker  did this study...  submitted..

struc eqn model  for cogn control

reward positivity was as big a predictor of subst dependence as
was

depression proneness (drd4-521)
or comt  (anxiety sensity)
or  darpp  (impulsivity)
or drd2  novelty seeking...


every S had measure of theta power...

theta power was measure of  rew posit..

wantsto tailor rx to  genetic defect...


CONCLUSION:

reward-P  appears to be a positive-going ERP component that is dissociable from the N200

it reflects a reward prediciton error signal that is largest when events are  better (0r worse)  than expected

the rewards are categorized by a flexible goal-driven system as outcomes that are either achieved or not

the rew-p  reflects indiv diffs in reward processing:
hi  discounters value immed reward more

subst dep  indivs  do NOT produce the normal ERP to reward
(and it mediates the expresison of frontal DA receptors (D4)  on addiciton...

note:  what u normally see is a negative going ERP at 200 ms  (the N200)...
this rew-p  is  an overlapping  pos  going bump   on top of the N200...

he shows the TD error  eqn

if u scale the rewards  it does not matter..
 comment:  why not  just pay everybody  a millionth of a cent....

A  whenever we've looked its binary... not continuous..

del(t) =  r(t+1)  +  gamma V(s(t+1))  -  V(s(t))  TD error  eqn...

comment: ... causality with drug addiciton... prone  vs addicted...


perhaps these rewards are just not engaging...

take smokers of  tobacco for 24 hours and offer them puffs on cigs..

COMT is common  and the others are common but not   drd2-taq1a  (raae)  

